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Kathy Carlton, CEO of KCarlton International, Licensed Customs Broker and Entrepreneur is a
seasoned professional with over four decades of dedicated experience in the international
logistics industry. Kathy started her journey by opening and managing Branch offices of small
and medium-sized logistics firms from New York to Texas. She quickly established herself as a
proficient leader with an innate understanding of the intricacies of global trade. 

In 2002, driven by an unwavering entrepreneurial spirit, Kathy embarked on a new chapter by
founding her own logistics enterprise based in the vibrant hub of South Florida. Through sheer
determination and an unparalleled depth of industry knowledge, she transformed her startup
into a thriving and reputable business that has earned recognition for its excellence in
providing international logistics solutions. 

Currently, Kathy is poised to extend her influence further with the opening of a satellite office in
Fort Pierce, that will cater to the Treasure Coast region. This expansion is evidence of her
commitment to assist clients, navigate the global marketplace, with the utmost efficiency,
irrespective of their geographic location. 

A testament to Kathy’s devotion to both family and business, her legacy extends beyond the
boardroom. As a proud mother of two, Kathy has nurtured a familial bond within the company,
with both of her children actively involved in the business. Her son, a licensed Customs Broker,
with a degree in Business Management, excels in Sales and Business Development,
consistently expanding the company’s horizons; while her daughter, with a degree in
Marketing, adeptly manages the marketing department and customer relations, both ensuring
smooth operations amidst the complexities of international trade. 

In an industry where adaptability and foresight are paramount, Kathy stands as a beacon of
expertise and resilience. Her unparalleled journey from managing branch offices across the
United States to becoming an influential entrepreneur reflects not only her personal
accomplishments but also her unwavering dedication to advance the realm of international
logistics


